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Under Ye Chen's concentration, suddenly had more astonishing discovery. 

 

On the wound of the broken arm of Sirius, there is a breath of causality to cover up the demon emperor. 

 

This arm of him was obviously cut off by the demon emperor. 

 

With the strength of the demon emperor and the character of killing and cutting grass, if he started, he 

couldn't keep alive. How could he have broken his arm without killing Sirius? 

 

Ye Chen immediately doubts, behind this, there must be something else. 

 

Sirius alone healing, he obviously did not know that he had been exposed. 

 

Ye Chen can see through all the mists after cultivating the eye of Tianmo cave. Even if the Sirius hides, 

he can't hide from his eyes. 

 

"Ye Chen, you are a wise man. This is not the first time I have invited you. Please join me. I will not treat 

you badly." 

 

Mo Xueming with a smile, and did not find anything strange, he did not know that he was ambushed in 

the Tiandao palace chess pieces, has been found by Ye Chen. 

 

"Sorry, I'm not interested." 

 



Ye Chen did not trace, did not expose what, slowly shook his head, directly refused the invitation of Mo 

Xueming. 

 

"Don't refuse in a hurry. You can consider it. Without my protection, you will be killed by Tiandao 

palace." 

 

Mo Xueming was standing with his hands down and his face was pitiful. 

 

"Don't worry about my cause and effect. I'll cut it off by myself. Don't worry about it." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are firm, but he doesn't have the slightest intention to turn to. 

 

Mo Xueming is silent and stares at Ye Chen without speaking. 

 

Ye Chen also did not speak, two people did not say a word, such as sculpture. 

 

The wind in the mountains, a sob. 

 

For a long time, Mo Xueming slowly vomited, and said, "in this case, you go." 

 

"Oh?" 

 

Ye Chen was a little surprised: "you let me go, don't you kill me? I am weak now. If you want to kill me, I 

will die. " 

 

"The enemy of the enemy is a friend. Go away and I won't kill you." 

 

Mo Xueming smiles. He is not benevolent, but he is now. He has not got rid of the limitation of the Ming 

Temple. 

 



The power of Ye Chen's blood is very terrible. 

 

If he moves a killer and is attacked by Ye Chen's blood, he will not be better. 

 

Even if you can kill Ye Chen, you will be seriously injured. 

 

Unless he gets rid of the limitation of the temple of the underworld completely, he can do whatever he 

wants to do, to be fearless and kill everything. 

 

"Goodbye, then." 

 

Ye Chen didn't stay, but turned and left. 

 

"I'll see you next time. I'm afraid we'll meet each other." 

 

Mo Xueming is still carrying both hands, he let Ye Chen leave, in addition to fear ye Chen's blood 

counterattack, there is another plan. 

 

As long as ye Chen is alive, the heavenly way palace will spend his mind to deal with him, and can't deal 

with him wholeheartedly. 

 

When he has time for development, he will have a better chance to kill the heavenly way palace when 

the great calamity comes. 

 

"I don't know what's wrong with Xuanyuan moxie. He took my magic sword and practiced Hongmeng's 

ancient method. He only hoped that he would not be possessed by the devil and bleed from the seven 

orifices. Ha ha..." 

 

Mo Xueming's eyes look at the distance, with a smile on his face. 

 

…… 



 

At this time, outside the Tiandao palace, on the LiuYao mountain. 

 

A group of powerful people of Tiandao palace surrounded the whole LiuYao mountain. 

 

All the strong men have weapons in their hands, and they look like they are very murderous. 

 

The whole LiuYao mountain has a tense atmosphere. 

 

The Taoist children in the mountain looked at each other and didn't know what to do. 

 

The emperor of Tiandu has already fallen, and jinjingmanniu has been sent out again. At this time, there 

is no strong one to protect LiuYao mountain. Facing the siege of Tiandao palace experts, it is in danger. 

 

At the top of the mountain Taoist temple, Tianji Taoist priest sits cross legged with a pale face and 

slightly closed eyes. 

 

Whoa. 

 

A huge dragon, coming down on the top of the mountain Taoist temple, transformed into a human 

form, is the Dragon God of the hot sky. 

 

"Tianlao, the leader of Tiandao palace invites you into the palace." 

 

With a smile, the Dragon God strode to Tianji Taoist. 

 

At this time, the Dragon God was wearing a sword around his waist. His whole body was breathing 

majestic, and the dark magic light runes were flashing continuously. 

 

His momentum, extremely strong, actually broke through! 



 

Even on his body, there is a faint light of the ancient God Emperor! 

 

"Why did Xuanyuan moxie invite me into the palace?" 

 

Tianji Taoist opened his eyes and looked at the Dragon God in the hot sky. His eyes suddenly beat and 

asked: 

 

"wait, your breath!" 

 

He only felt that the Dragon God in the hot sky at this time had a very strong breath, and the glory of the 

ancient God Emperor was incredible. 

 

"Hehe, Tianlao, thanks to the kindness and kindness of the palace master, I have obtained a great 

fortune. Tianlao, you are proficient in deduction and should be able to see the cause and effect behind 

it." The Dragon God said with a smile. 

 

The light of God Emperor on his body is one of the seven ancient god emperors, depicting the breath of 

the great emperor!The Taoist priest's face was dignified. He offered a green dragon's soul fixing mirror. 

The Taoist formula was played on it. Suddenly, images were swept across the mirror. 

 

On that day, in order to rob emperor Longzhu, Xuanyuan Mo cult went out with Sirius. 

 

Xuanyuan moxie, relying on the magic sword formula of killing heaven, which was presented by Sirius, 

has made great progress in his strength. He knows that the Tiandao palace lost too much money in the 

battle of killing Ye Chen. He has to recover compensation from other places to make up for the loss. 

 

Therefore, Xuanyuan Mo Xie made the idea of God Emperor's burial. 

 

Taking advantage of the strength, Xuanyuan moxie calculated against the sky, and finally figured out the 

burial place of gouchen emperor, one of the seven ancient gods. 

 



He sent people to dig out gouchen's burial ground, seized all the treasures, and took the remains of 

gouchen emperor back to Tiandao palace. He also used special secret methods to fuse the remains with 

the Dragon God of the burning sky. 

 

Integrating the remains of the ancient God Emperor, Yan Tianlong God has been completely 

transformed, and its strength has been improved by leaps and bounds. It has actually reached the eight 

levels of heaven and God realm. 

 

"No way, even if you refine the remains of the great emperor, you can't reach the level of eight layers of 

heaven and God! How did you do it? " 

 

Tianji daoren suddenly moved. The remains of the ancient God Emperor were natural and majestic. 

However, it is impossible to make such a terrible progress by relying on a single corpse. 

 

The Dragon God can rise against the sky and become the master of the eight layers of heaven in the 

heaven God environment. There must be other causes and effects behind it. 

 

"Ha ha, the cause and effect behind it can be calculated slowly after I am old. But now, please get up 

and go back to the palace with me. The palace master has been waiting for you for a long time." 

 

Yan Tianlong's magic hand held the handle of the knife and said with a smile. 

 

"What does Xuanyuan moxie want to do? I live very well in LiuYao mountain. I don't need to be filial to 

him." 

 

Tianji Taoist sat on the ground and didn't mean to start. 

 

"I'm just following orders. Please don't be embarrassed and follow me into the palace." 

 

The Dragon God spoke respectfully, but his brows were fierce. 

 

Obviously, if Tianji Taoist doesn't want to start, he will use barbaric means. 



 

The Taoist priest's face sank. He felt that there were many powerful people in Tiandao palace near 

LiuYao mountain. If he refused to leave, the other party would definitely use force, and all the children 

and girls under him would die. 
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"Well, I'll go with you." 

 

There is no trace of heaven and Taoism, and the spirit formula of Taoism is hit on the soul fixing mirror 

of Qinglong. 

 

He knew very well that the murderous appearance of Tiandao palace was definitely aimed at Ye Chen. 

 

He and ye Chen are closely related. 

 

The heavenly way palace wants to torture Ye Chen from his mouth! 

 

With little thought, the Taoist priest guessed the cause and effect behind it. 

 

In the turning of lingjue, a trace of Hongmeng breath is diffused, and the Qinglong soul fixing mirror 

emits bursts of green light. 

 

In silence, the Taoist priest used Hongmeng's ancient method and Taiyan Tianxing technique to block Ye 

Chen's breath, so as not to be found by Tiandao palace. 

 

He didn't want Ye Chen exposed. 

 

Once Ye Chen is exposed, with the strength of the Dragon God at this time, he can definitely kill him. 



 

And the Dragon God of the hot sky, looking at the actions of the Taoist priest Tianji, thought that he was 

calculating his own affairs. In the dark, the Taoist had cut off Ye Chen's causal atmosphere, so that 

outsiders could not see it. 

 

Taiyan Tianxing technique, the 33 Tianhong Mongolian method, has a very powerful deduction effect, 

and it can cover up the causality and destiny of human beings. It is very wonderful. 

 

After all this, the Taoist priest put away the soul fixing mirror of the green dragon, and his face was 

slightly pale. 

 

Using Taiyan's Tianxing technique to cover the cause and effect for ye Chen, he spent a lot of spiritual 

power, but his eyes were still calm. At the moment, he left LiuYao mountain with the Dragon God of 

Yantian and went directly to Tiandao palace. 

 

…… 

 

"What happened to the master Tianji?" 

 

At this time, ye Chen has left the temple of the underworld, and on the way back, he suddenly feels a 

strong crisis. 

 

The eight trigrams atmosphere of congenital Yin and Yang permeated his body, which was the breath of 

Taiyan tianxingshu! 

 

Tianji Taoist used Taiyan Tianxing technique to cover up the cause and effect breath in his body, which 

was impossible to capture! 

 

Ye Chen along the strands of congenital Bagua Qi, suddenly peeped into the situation of the Taoist. 

 

"He was captured by the heavenly way palace?" 

 



Ye Chen's face suddenly changed. Unexpectedly, Tianji Taoist was captured by Tiandao palace. 

 

Although Tianji Taoist was the master of Xuanyuan moxie, Xuanyuan moxie had a bad record of killing 

his teacher and proving Taoism. In ancient times, he wanted to assassinate Chongguang emperor, but he 

was not a benevolent and kind person. 

 

Even if he respected his teacher, he would dare to kill him! 

 

He took Tianji Taoist. God knows what his intention is. 

 

Ye Chen suddenly felt worried, only worried about the safety of Tianji Taoist. 

 

…… 

 

Deep in Tiandao palace, a grand palace. 

 

A man with long hair was surrounded by the glowing rays of the sun. Among them, there was a sharp 

flying sword, which was constantly encircled. The brilliant light came out of the wildness and fell on the 

man. 

 

He is exactly Xuanyuan moxie! 

 

Since practicing the Zhutian Shenjian formula, Xuanyuan moxie's whole body has developed into a flying 

sword. At the moment, he is surrounded by flying sword, and his breath is extremely domineering. 

 

Compared with the past, his spirit of cultivation has also broken through a lot. 

 

It's very difficult for him to break through the sword, but he wants to make a breakthrough. 

 



Although Mo Xueming had done some tricks on the original jade slips of the divine sword formula, it was 

still true to practice the pithy formula. However, the order was disordered, but it still had the divine 

power against heaven. 

 

Xuanyuan ink evil cultivation time is still shallow, reverse practice Hongmeng's back has not been 

revealed, at the moment, he has no sign of being possessed by the devil, only full of domineering, full of 

arrogance, full of fierce. 

 

"Lord Xuanyuan, it's time to be old." 

 

The Dragon God came to the hall with Tianji daoren. 

 

"Xuanyuan ink evil, your breath..." 

 

Tianji Taoist looked up at Xuan Yuan Mo Xie, and his eyes were suddenly surprised. 

 

He only felt the Xuanyuan ink evil at this time. The breath was much stronger than before. It was just the 

starry sky, the sun and the moon, so vast and invincible. 

 

"Hehe, Tianlao, I'm lucky. I've made some progress recently. I've been able to communicate with 

Hongmeng's treasure and mobilize the heavenly power of Chongguang Shenxia palace." 

 

Between the continuous ink, rolling light. 

 

In the depth of the hall, also spread out the incomparably brilliant light, as if to cover the heaven and 

earth, showing the supreme majesty. 

 

This is the most precious treasure in the past thirty-three days, and the breath of Chongguang Shenxia 

palace! 

 

Chongguang Shenxia palace, one of the five treasures of the heavenly palace, ranks ninth among the top 

three treasures of the Heavenly Kingdom. Although it is not comparable to the three peerless heavenly 



palaces, namely, the red lotus purple gold palace, the magic Moon Star flame palace and the eclosion 

heavenly palace, it is one of the most powerful magic weapons in the kingdom of God. 

 

The name of Chongguang emperor, the former teacher of Xuanyuan moxie, evolved from Chongguang 

Shenxia palace. 

 

This Chongguang Shenxia palace has a very profound heavenly power. Even if it is as powerful as 

Xuanyuan moxie, it can not be refined and suppressed. However, at this time, there is a trace of the 

majesty of Chongguang palace, which can obviously mobilize part of the power of this treasure."This is 

the destiny of our God. When the great calamity comes, we will be able to suppress and kill all the 

enemies and be arbitrary forever! Tianlao, isn't it beautiful that you and I join hands to dominate the 

heaven and the world 

 

Xuanyuan moxie looked at Tianji Taoist with a smile and said: "at present, the biggest obstacle in this 

building is the young man named Ye Chen. Tianlao, I know you and ye Chen have many contacts 

secretly, but I won't blame you, as long as you are willing to tell everything about ye Chen." 

 

Ye Chen is the biggest obstacle of Xuanyuan ink evil, and also the biggest number of karma! 

 

Only by removing Ye Chen can he be completely at ease and prepare for the future catastrophes. 

 

"Are you asking me?" 

 

The Taoist priest's eyes are cold. Xuanyuan Mo has said so many heresies and said that master and 

apprentice work together to dominate the world. His ultimate goal is to explore Ye Chen's everything. 

 

"Tell me who is behind Ye Chen, his cause and effect in his previous life, and everything about him. Then 

you have nothing to do with him before, but if you dare to hide..." 

 

Xuanyuan moxie's eyes were sharp, and a flying sword was released from the air. It seemed that if the 

Taoist priest said "no", he would kill him and break him into pieces. 

 



"Ye Chen is such a son that his Qi is in the sky. He is the real destiny! It is not you, but him, who can save 

the kingdom of God when the great calamity comes 

 

Faced with the threat of Xuanyuan ink evil, Tianji Taoist was as calm as a sword, word by word like a 

sword, word for word: "only he can save the kingdom of God, and you have nothing to do with it!" 

 

Boom! 

 

Listening to the words of Taoist Tianji, Xuanyuan's Mo Xie was suddenly struck by lightning, and his 

whole body was shocked. 

 

"Enough!" 

 

Xuanyuan Mo Xie was extremely angry: "xuantianji, you don't have to talk nonsense. I just want to ask 

you a question. Are you willing to tell the truth of Ye Chen?" 

 

In his fury, he called the name of Tianji Taoist. 
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Xuanyuan moxie felt sorry that he didn't kill Ye Chen when he used virtual shadow to separate himself 

last time. This time, he practiced the magic sword of killing heaven, and could communicate the energy 

of Chongguang Shenxia palace. Moreover, the Dragon God under his command was completely 

transformed. As long as he knew where ye Chen was, he would definitely be able to kill him. 

 

"Ye Chen is the one who should be robbed. I won't tell you. You should die." 

 

Tianji Taoist had a cold eye. He had maintained Ye Chen so much before. In addition to refining the 

chaotic star tree, ye Chen became his martial uncle, and because ye Chen had great luck, it was the key 

to save the kingdom of God in the future. 

 



For the sake of millions of people in the kingdom of God, he can never expose everything about ye Chen. 

 

Xuanyuan's Mo Xie was angry and rushed to the sky. His eyes were cracked and he said, "do you think 

you can't check if you don't tell me? Chongguang's shadow watching skill has given me insight! " 

 

Wisps of sunlight flowed from the palms of Xuanyuan ink evil, forming an ancient scroll of rosy colors. 

On the ancient scroll, pictures flashed by one after another. Countless destiny and the atmosphere of 

the nine palaces and eight trigrams came out one after another. 

 

Chongguang shadow watching is a magic power of divination. It flows out of Chongguang Shenxia 

palace, which is much more powerful than Xuanyuan moxie's previous mastery. 

 

However, the use of this inferential magical power needs to bear the overwhelming pressure of heaven. 

 

This kind of pressure, coming from Chongguang Shenxia palace, will bring a huge burden to the body. 

 

Previously, Xuanyuan ink evil was used only once to calculate the tomb of the great emperor gouchen. 

Now, in order to investigate Ye Chen's whereabouts, he uses it for the second time. 

 

Suddenly, bursts of huge Hongmeng pressure, let Xuanyuan ink evil face dignified. 

 

He defends his mind and resists the impact of pressure. His eyes fall on the ancient scroll paintings and 

looks for the trace of Ye Chen. 

 

But the picture of the ancient scroll is constantly passing by, but ye Chen is still missing. 

 

Ye Chen's destiny seems to have disappeared completely. No matter what means we use, we can't find 

out. 

 

"Xuantianji, you've done something!" 

 



Xuanyuan ink evil eyes open, incomparably angry looking at Tianji Taoist. 

 

He reckons against the sky, but he can't find out where ye Chen is. The causal weather on Ye Chen's 

body is obviously covered by people. 

 

And in the kingdom of God, there are such powerful means to cover the sky, only Tianji daoren is alone. 

 

"Are you really against me?" 

 

The Dragon God was also angry. He pulled out his sword and put it on the neck of Tianji Taoist. 

 

Hum! 

 

His knife is as thin as a cicada's wing. It's shining and murderous. It's carved with many ancient tiger 

shaped totems. It's actually one of the legendary four elephant treasures, white tiger soul breaking 

knife! 

 

"Ha ha, so you stole the tomb of gouchen emperor and got the white tiger soul breaking knife. No 

wonder you can make such a breakthrough in hot weather." 

 

Tianji Taoist's face did not change. Looking at the white tiger soul breaking knife, he realized a lot. 

 

It turned out that the Dragon God could make great strides and step into the eight layers of the heaven 

God realm. The reason was that he not only integrated the remains of the great emperor, but also 

refined the white tiger soul breaking sabre. 

 

This Dao is one of the four elephant treasures, and also the most precious treasure of the thirty-three 

days. It is as famous as the Qinglong soul fixing mirror, the rosefinch flying haze hairpin and the Xuanwu 

sky opening axe. It has a very strong cutting atmosphere. 

 

If the white tiger doesn't die, it will definitely dominate the world if it is integrated with this Dao and 

soul Dao. 



 

It's a pity that Tiandao palace doesn't have such good luck. The white tiger was killed by Ye Chen and 

finally swallowed by Xiao Huang. When Tiandao palace gets this Dao, it can only be given to the Dragon 

God in the sky. 

 

Although the Dragon God can't reach the realm of soul and sword in the hot sky, the dragon is proud of 

the tiger and has a fierce atmosphere. 

 

"Tianlao, tell me the whereabouts of Ye Chen. Don't make me do it." 

 

Yan Tianlong God pressed the blade. Suddenly, a bloodstain appeared on the neck of Tianji Taoist. 

 

Xuanyuan ink evil looks at the action of the Dragon God in the hot sky, has no words, looks at coldly. 

 

"Xuan Yuan Mo Xie, do you want to kill me?" 

 

Tianji Taoist said in a deep voice. 

 

"I ask you again, would you like to tell the truth?" 

 

Xuanyuan ink evil voice is extremely cold. 

 

"No comment." 

 

Tianji, the Taoist, looked away. 

 

"Good, good." 

 

Xuanyuan moxie was extremely angry and angry in his heart. When he was angry, his face was calm and 

silent, and he said, "in the hot weather, do it! In ancient times, I killed my teacher against the sky, and I 



wanted to kill Chongguang emperor to testify. Today, I want to kill my teacher again! Xuantianji, this 

road is your choice. Don't blame me for being merciless 

 

"Yes 

 

When the Dragon God promised, he held the white tiger sword tightly in his palm, and he would cut off 

the head of the Taoist priest Tianji. 

 

Tianji Taoist hummed, his face was determined and he closed his eyes. 

 

"Newspaper!" 

 

At this time, a disciple of tianben came into the palace. 

 

"What's the matter?" 

 

Xuanyuan ink evil deep voice asked. 

 

The Dragon God also stopped his action, and the blade of the sword was close to the neck of the Taoist 

priest. 

 

"Come to the upper Kingdom, wait outside."The disciple reported. 

 

"From the upper world?" 

 

Xuan Yuan Mo evil eyebrow a frown, way: "let her come in." 

 

"Yes." 

 



The disciple turned around and went out. After a while, he brought a woman in black with a big sword 

on her back. 

 

"Xuanyuan palace master, you are all right." 

 

The sword girl in black took a bow and looked at the scene in the hall. She said with a smile, "is 

Xuanyuan palace master trying to kill his teacher and testify the truth?" 

 

"Ha ha, I'm glad to see you for some trivial things of our school." 

 

Xuanyuan Mo Xie smiles. The sword girl in black is Xuanfei, the servant of the empress of the upper 

world. 

 

"Xuanyuan palace master killed his teacher to testify the truth, which is against the sky. If the preaching 

is successful, the Xuanyuan palace master will break through the boundary wall restrictions and fly to 

the upper world. I'm afraid that my queen's position will be given to you." 

 

Xuan Fei's eyebrows are curved and she says with a smile. 

 

Tianji Taoist is well-known. Naturally, she knows that the former is the master of Xuanyuan moxie. At 

the moment, the hall is full of murderous spirits, and Xuanyuan moxie seems to want to kill his teacher. 

 

Once he succeeded in preaching, he soared to the upper world. He was afraid that xuanjiyue could not 

sleep well. 

 

"I dare not. The empress's supreme power is in all directions, commanding the whole world and shining 

forever. How dare I disobey you? If I am lucky enough to fly up and go to the upper world, I will ask the 

empress to take care of one or two. " 

 

Xuanyuan ink evil smile, but a face submissive appearance. 

 



"Hehe, the Xuanyuan palace master is too modest. You hold Chongguang Shenxia palace in your hand. 

The inner Xiuxing emperor is very noble and powerful. If you fly to the upper world, you will be able to 

surpass our empress palace." Xuanfei said with a smile. 

 

"Where are you? How dare you be the enemy of the empress? What can I do for your coming here? " 

Xuanyuan ink evil digs the topic. 

 

"Ha ha, I don't know if Xuanyuan palace master still remembers your agreement with elder Han of 

emperor yuan hall?" Xuanfei straightened out her face and said. 

 

"Elder Han? Naturally, I remember that he entrusted me to investigate the causes and effects of the 

kingdom of God. I have investigated it clearly, but elder Han did not show up. This is why Lord Xuanfei 

came here? " 
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During this period of time, ye Chen and Xuan Jiyue fight, from Xuanji's arrival to xuanjiyue's death, and 

the white bone relic is engulfed by Xiao Huang. The cause and effect of Xuanyuan's Mo evil has been 

found out, but Han Changsheng has not appeared. 

 

"That's right. I was outside the territory. I had important matters to deal with, so I couldn't get away 

from it. So her majesty appointed Han Changsheng of the Diyuan palace to deal with you. But now, Han 

Changsheng has been killed, and my cause and effect outside the territory has also ended. So I come 

here in person to ask the results of Xuanyuan palace Lord's investigation." Xuanfei said. 

 

"Is Han Changlao dead?" Xuan Yuan Mo Xie's face changed. 

 

"Yes, he should have died in the dark sea." Xuanfei said. 

 

"The dark sea! He is indeed! 

 

Xuanyuan ink evil changed color again. 



 

Ye Chen went in and out of the dark sea not long ago! 

 

It's clear who did it. 

 

However, you should know that the strength of Han Changsheng is enough to shake everything. There is 

also an emperor Shitian behind him, which is enough to destroy the existence of Tiandao palace. It is 

very powerful. 

 

Not only that, Han Changsheng's identity is diverse, the emperor yuan temple, the upper world, and the 

demons are all related. 

 

How can you be killed in the dark sea of the kingdom of God? 

 

But now, Han Changsheng is killed by Ye Chen. 

 

"The one behind the emperor yuan hall didn't kill the murderer?" 

 

Xuanyuan ink evil doubt asked. 

 

Han Changsheng was a man in the palace of emperor yuan, with the protection of emperor Shitian 

behind him. 

 

Dare to kill the elder of emperor yuan hall, equal to challenge emperor Shi Tian's majesty! 

 

According to reason, in order to maintain the prestige of the emperor yuan hall, the emperor Shitian 

absolutely wanted to lower his anger and kill the enemy. 

 

If this is true, Xuanyuan ink evil can rest assured. 

 



But now, ye Chen is still alive and kicking, and has not been killed by Emperor Shitian. 

 

"At that time, the battle took place in the forbidden soul island in the dark sea area. The fog of nature 

was too thick, and the emperor yuan hall did not find it. Only after the investigation did we find a clue." 

 

Sophie shook her head. 

 

"That boy is really blessed with great fortune." 

 

Smell speech, Xuan Yuan Mo Xie can't help but sigh, if the emperor Shitian at that time, kill Ye Chen, he 

didn't have to work so hard. 

 

Xuan Fei noticed something. Her eyes narrowed slightly and said, "it seems that you know the truth 

behind it?" 

 

Xuanyuan ink evil eye son twinkles the light of you Leng: "the person who killed the cold elder should be 

a youth of the kingdom of God named Ye Chen." 

 

"This son's strength is only at the beginning of chaos. As for how he killed elder Han, I don't know." 

 

"This son is mysterious and unpredictable. I'm afraid the Taoist will know its true origin." 

 

"That's why I invited Tianji Taoist to inquire." 

 

One side of the Tianji Taoist, Bai Mei picked up, and said in a light way: 

 

"as I said, ye Chen is the destiny. The real one who should be robbed is the key to save the kingdom of 

God in the future. Xuanyuan moxie, you don't have to waste your mind, you can't kill him." 

 

"Shut up!" 



 

Xuanyuan ink evil a burst of sullen, waved and drank: "come on, take him down first, imprison!" 

 

He discusses things with Xuanfei, but he doesn't want to let Tianji Taoist stand in the way. 

 

"Yes." 

 

Two penalty elders came in and brought down the Taoist priest. 

 

The Taoist priest's face was bleak, and he never said a word. 

 

In the hot weather, the Dragon God took up his knife and stood silently with his hands down. 

 

After Tianji Taoist was detained, Xuanyuan moxie took out a piece of jade slips and handed them to 

Xuanfei. He said, "the cause and effect that the empress wanted to investigate is all in this jade slip. 

Please hand it over to Lord Xuanfei. I'm very successful." 

 

"No, no, No 

 

Xuanfei shook her head and said, "Xuanyuan palace master, elder Han told me that. Please go to the 

upper world in person and give this piece of jade slips to her majesty." 

 

"If you have the jade slips, I have to go to the upper world in person?" 

 

Xuanyuan Mo Xie's face suddenly changed. The upper boundary is xuanjiyue's territory, but not his 

territory. Once I go to the upper boundary, I will be killed by others if there is any accident. 

 

"I'm afraid you have to be clear about the cause and effect of emperor Xuanyuan." Xuanfei said with a 

smile. 

 



"The damned queen is afraid that I will do something about it." 

 

Xuanyuan Mo evil heart sink, xuanjiyue want him to go to the upper bound, is to face-to-face 

confrontation, afraid of him in the jade slips, give her false information. 

 

But the source of the upper world is too dangerous. If it goes, Xuanyuan moxie is not sure to come back 

alive. 

 

"I can't leave Tiandao palace. Please forgive me." 

 

Xuan Yuan Mo Xie's face was solemn and declined. 

 

He must not go to the upper bound, or his life is in danger. 

 

"Why?" Xuanfei asked. 

 

"Xuanfei also knows that the most important Mountain Gate of Tiandao palace is Chongguang Shenxia 

palace, which is one of the" five treasures "of Tiangong, just like the magic moon and star flame palace 

of your empress. There is Hongmeng divine power against the sky, but I am not as powerful as the 

empress. I can get rid of the suppression of Hongmeng Tianwei. I am restricted by Chongguang Shenxia 

palace and can't leave Tiandao palace for half a step Or your life will be in danger. "Xuan Yuan Mo Xie 

said the reason. 

 

It turned out that he had been living in the palace of heavenly way and could not go out because of his 

blood and destiny, which had long been connected with Chongguang Shenxia palace. 

 

Chongguang Shenxia palace is the magic weapon of his life! 

 

He can't leave Tiandao palace before he is fully refined, otherwise he will die. 

 

"Hehe, Xuanyuan palace master, don't worry. Her Majesty has a plan for a long time." 

 



Xuanfei smiles and takes out a rune from her arms. The aura is covered with purple light and emits wisps 

of boundless destiny. 

 

From this talisman, it seems that one can see one's fate. 

 

That dominates the destiny, penetrates the fatalistic breath, immediately lets Xuan Yuan Mo Xie 

incomparably shake. 

 

"This This is, the legendary crape myrtle fatalism! This is the breath of fatalism of Lagerstroemia indica! " 

 

The fatalism of Lagerstroemia indica, one of the thirty-three Tianhong Mongolian laws, is the second-

largest existence. It has the power of following words, dominating fate, controlling life and death, and 

suppressing fatalism. 

 

In terms of power, he is more powerful than his star emperor. 

 

In ancient times, ye Chen's previous life held six reincarnations, while Xuan Jiyue dominated the fate of 

the heavens. 

 

One is the master of samsara and the other is the master of fate. 

 

The combination of the two symbolizes the unity of samsara and destiny. After the combination, they 

can control the world, recast the way of heaven, and dominate the world with the heavenly power of 

reincarnation and fatalism. 

 

But xuanjiyue wanted to be the only one to dominate the power, so he united with the emperor yuan 

hall to kill the reincarnation Lord of the previous life. 

 

This fatalism of Lagerstroemia indica is the core secret of xuanjiyue. It is so powerful that it can't be 

described in words. 

 

Plop. 



 

In the hall, the Dragon God knelt down. 

 

Looking at the talisman containing fatalism, he was sweating and shivering, as if his fate had been 

completely slaughtered. 

 

Xuanyuan moxie also has a heavy face. Unexpectedly, Xuanfei has a fatalistic talisman in his hand. 
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As long as Xuanfei burns the fatalistic talisman and relies on the fatalistic pressure against the sky, he 

can temporarily break the contact with Chongguang Shenxia palace, and let him be free to go to the 

upper world. 

 

"Xuanyuan palace master, this talisman was made by her majesty herself, which can give you temporary 

freedom." 

 

When Xuanfei pinches her hand, the aura suddenly burns, and the smell of crape myrtle and fatalism are 

constantly diffused out. 

 

Whoa! 

 

All of a sudden, the whole Tiandao palace was immersed in a bright purple light. 

 

The vast purple light, like a column of smoke, straight into the sky, through the heaven and earth. 

 

All the disciples and elders of Tiandao palace all knelt down in fear. 

 

In this moment, they felt the fatalism of the adverse weather, and their hearts were beating, as if their 

own destiny had been completely slaughtered. 



 

"Crape myrtle fatalism! This is the supernatural power of the queen of the upper world 

 

"Is the queen coming?" 

 

"What's going on?" 

 

In the secret cages, many of the great powers of the samsara cemetery are also surprised to find this 

wisp of Hongmeng Ziqi. 

 

This red and purple air represents the heavenly power of Xuanji moon. It is too vast and shocking. 

 

If you want to defeat destiny, you must be the master of samsara. 

 

Only reincarnation can crush destiny! 

 

In the main hall, Xuanyuan moxie was light, and his contact with Chongguang Shenxia palace had been 

temporarily relieved, and he was free again. 

 

"Xuanyuan palace master, let's go." 

 

Xuan Fei's purple light gradually dissipated and said with a smile. 

 

Xuanyuan ink evil eyes sink, xuanjiyue even crape myrtle fatalism are released, obviously pay great 

attention to the cause and effect of the kingdom of God, even to the point of life and death, if he 

refuses, I'm afraid there will be misfortune. 

 

"Well, I'll go with you." 

 



Xuanyuan Mo Xie nodded and agreed. Xuanjiyue used such a big means to invite him. He couldn't refuse 

at all. 

 

…… 

 

In the kingdom of God, countless people have seen the breath of crape myrtle. 

 

"Crape myrtle fatalism! This is the breath of the queen of the upper kingdom. How can it appear in the 

temple of heavenly way 

 

"The heavenly way palace, as expected, has a great fortune, and actually gets the green eye of the 

queen of the upper world." 

 

"When the empress comes to the kingdom of God, she must attach great importance to the future 

calamities." 

 

"Yes, in the kingdom of God, there is definitely a cause and effect that the empress cares about very 

much. She even refuses to let down her own fatalism." 

 

Many people speculate that Xuanji's presence of the moon purple gas is not trivial. It represents a 

catastrophe in the future of the kingdom of God, and the upper world also cares very much about it. 

 

With the advent of fatalism, the news quickly spread to foreign countries. 

 

"The upper bound also wants to step in. It seems that we have to send more people to attack the 

kingdom of God." 

 

After learning the news of the arrival of fatalism, they are extremely dignified. 

 

"Xuanjiyue, she is in a hurry." 

 



Deep in the palace of emperor yuan, there was a faint smile and sigh. 

 

…… 

 

Tiandao palace, inside the hall. 

 

"Palace master, you go to the upper bound, when will you come back?" 

 

The Dragon God's eyebrows are full of worries. 

 

Xuanjiyue did not hesitate to lower her fateful purple Qi, but also invited Xuanyuan moxie to go. 

Obviously, she attached great importance to the various causes and effects of the kingdom of God and 

ye Chen. She even did not hesitate to expose her cards and let others know the intention of the upper 

world. 

 

She paid such a high price that Xuanyuan moxie could not refuse, otherwise the whole Tiandao palace 

would be in danger of being destroyed. 

 

After all, this woman, who once killed her fiance on her wedding night, is simply insane. If she goes 

crazy, the heavenly way palace can't stop her. 

 

Xuanyuan moxie doesn't speak. He looks at Xuanfei. He doesn't know how long he will go. 

 

Xuanfei said: "Xuanyuan palace master, please rest assured. If you go to the upper world, it will be a few 

days in a short time, and half a month in a long time." 

 

"Well." 

 

Xuanyuan Mo Xie nodded and looked at Yan Tianlong's divine way: "hot day, this period of time, you 

take good care of xuantianji, don't run away for him! At the same time, you send a message to the 

whole kingdom of God. After July, seventy-nine days, this seat will kill the teacher and testify the truth. 

Please come to watch the ceremony. " 



 

"Lord Xuanyuan, do you want to declare the world?" 

 

In the hot weather, the Dragon God's face changed violently. Killing the teacher to testify the truth is not 

a kind of metaphysical path, which has been controversial since ancient times. However, Xuanyuan 

moxie wants to announce the world, 

 

"yes, I want to be open and upright, and announce to the people in the world that I want to testify 

against the heaven! This seat is the real destiny, the real one who should be robbed! It is not ye Chen 

who can save all the people in the kingdom of God, but this seat 

 

Xuanyuan ink evil words such as thunder, showing a huge spirit. 

 

"Yes 

 

In the hot days, the Dragon God obeyed his orders. Although Xuanyuan's move of chess was against the 

world, it killed two birds with one stone. 

 

For one thing, he can show his ambition to the world.Second, we can use the natural chance Taoist as 

bait to lure Ye Chen out. 

 

Last time, the plan of luring and killing by the Immortal Dragon Emperor failed miserably. But this time, 

the trap was set at the gate of tiandaogong. If ye Chen dared to come, he would never escape. 

 

"Xuanyuan palace master, what a great spirit." 

 

Xuanfei listened to Xuanyuan's words and said with a smile. 

 

Xuanyuan Mo Xie didn't say anything more, and continued to command: "in the summer, I'm going to 

the upper bound. If there's any accident, you can't come back. You'll send the magic weapon of this 

seat, Chongguang Shenxia palace, to the emperor yuan palace, and the original jade slips of the star 

emperor's Haoran spirit 



 

Hearing the words, the Dragon God's eyes changed color. 

 

Xuanfei, hearing Xuanyuan moxie's words, her smile congealed and her face changed. 

 

Xuanyuan moxie's hand is clearly threatening the upper world. If he has an accident, Chongguang 

Shenxia palace and Xingdi Haoran gas will fall into the hands of emperor yuan hall. 

 

On the surface, Shangjie and Diyuan hall seem to be a cooperative relationship, but there is an 

undercurrent between them. It is only because xuanjiyue and Emperor Shitian are in the same realm, 

and neither can do anything about it, so there is no conflict. 

 

Once the emperor Shitian gets the spirit of Chongguang Shenxia palace and Xingdi Haoran, his edge will 

definitely be greatly flourishing and surpass Xuanji moon. 

 

At that time, the balance between the two is broken, and xuanjiyue will definitely drink a pot of bitter 

wine. 

 

"Xuanyuan palace master, why do you have to do this?" 

 

Xuanfei was a little ugly with a smile: "Our Queen's heavenly palace and your heavenly way palace have 

always been good friends. Her Majesty asked you to talk to the sky. There is no intention of harm. Why 

should you be so defensive?" 

 

Xuanyuan Mo Xie carried his hands on his back and said, "ha ha, be careful. It's right. I hope Xuanfei 

doesn't blame you." 

 

"Well, let's go." 

 

Xuanfei shrugged her shoulders and was helpless. 

 

Xuanyuan Mo evil for self-protection, left behind a chess, she did not say much. 



 

"He is a man of profound martial arts and prudent character. He must be a great trouble if he rises in the 

future." 

 

But Xuanfei is on the alert. 
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At present, they left Tiandao palace side by side and walked on the road. Xuanfei looked at the flying 

sword surrounded by Xuanyuan moxie and said curiously: 

 

"Xuanyuan palace master, your flying sword seems to have been made by practicing Zhutian Shenjian 

formula and casting it with Qi and blood all over your body. Where did you get this skill?" 

 

Xuanyuan Mo heresy: "Oh, I was lucky for a while. A subordinate named Sirius got the original jade slips 

of killing God sword formula from abroad, and brought it back to me." 

 

"Is this from your subordinates? Impossible, impossible. " 

 

Xuanfei was full of doubts and said, "it's obviously the magic power of my queen's palace. However, 

because of its murderous spirit, her majesty didn't practice it. Some time ago, she gave it to the master 

of the hell hall, Mo Xueming. How could it fall into your hands? I thought you were in alliance with the 

temple of the underworld, and the Lord of Mo gave it to you. " 

 

Zhutian Shenjian Jue, in the 33rd Tianhong Mongolian Dharma, can be ranked fourth, with great 

lethality. 

 

At the beginning, xuanjiyue traded with Mo Xueming, and gave him such a powerful magic power. He 

also had the intention of supporting him. He wanted to use the hand of the Ming Temple to weaken the 

flame of Tiandao palace. 

 



It's just unexpected that the original jade slips of Zhutian Shenjian fell into Xuanyuan's hands. It's just 

incredible. 

 

"This This is the Queen's magic? And gave it to Mo Xueming? " 

 

Xuanyuan Mo Xie took out the jade slips, and his face was shocked. He felt something was wrong. 

 

"Yes, this is the original jade slips. Yes, how could they be in your hands?" 

 

Xuanfei took the jade slip and looked at it carefully. It was the Zhutian Shenjian formula. It was true, but 

it was given to Mo Xueming by xuanjiyue. How could it fall into Xuanyuan moxie's hands. 

 

Xuanfei doesn't understand. After all, there is no reason for Mo Xueming to give a gift because of the 

incompatibility between the Ming Palace and Tiandao palace. 

 

"This It's a little strange. " 

 

Xuanyuan ink evil eyebrows are locked. Since the original jade slips of the divine sword code are in the 

hands of Mo Xueming, how did Sirius get it? 

 

He didn't understand. 

 

"Also, Xuanyuan palace master, this piece of primitive jade slips seems to have been tampered with." 

 

Xuanfei pinches the jade slips and glances at it. Suddenly, she finds something strange. 

 

"Did you do something?" 

 

Xuanyuan ink evil heart of a cold. 

 



"Well, although the jade slips are true, the order of the practicing pithy formulas in the jade slips has 

been disordered, and they are completely upside down and confused. If people practice, they will be in 

danger of being possessed by demons. Even our empress and the emperor yuan hall don't dare to 

practice Hongmeng. This is going to be a big event." 

 

Xuanfei looks at Xuanyuan moxie with a trace of pity and schadenfreude. 

 

"What!" 

 

Xuanyuan moxie took a breath of cold air and was stiff all over. He murmured: "this Is this skill reversed? 

It's no wonder that when I practice, I always feel a breath in my meridians. I thought that the sword 

formula was too powerful against the heaven. I was not qualified enough to understand the key. I didn't 

expect that... " 

 

The road thunder, in the Xuanyuan ink evil mind explodes, his whole body violent concussion, is almost 

in an instant, guessed the reason behind. 

 

Sirius rebelled! 

 

Sirius betrayed him and took refuge in Mo Xueming. He came back with a confused Hongmeng ancient 

method, trying to trap his life! 

 

"Xuanyuan palace master, fortunately, I found out in time that you have not practiced Kung Fu for a long 

time, and the evil result of practicing against Hongmeng has not yet appeared. As long as you rein from 

the precipice, you will not be in danger of becoming possessed by demons." 

 

Xuanfei returns the jade slips to Xuanyuan moxie. She probably guesses the cause and effect behind it, 

but she doesn't want to interfere in the gratitude and resentment between Tiandao palace and Mo 

Xueming. 

 

"Thank you for your advice." 

 



Xuanyuan Mo Xie took back the jade slips and broke out a cold sweat on his back. He thought, "I can't 

believe that Sirius has rebelled. Such traitors must be broken to pieces, so as to release my hatred in my 

heart." 

 

After a pause, Xuanyuan moxie wants Xuanfei to move back to the normal order of Zhutian Shenjian Jue, 

but after thinking about it, he still doesn't open his mouth. 

 

After all, he has become a star emperor Haoran Qi, and then a hundred thousand flying swords. I'm 

afraid the one in the upper bound will not be able to sleep. 

 

What's more, if Xuanfei does something in secret, won't he suffer? 

 

Xuanyuan moxie had no choice but to put away the jade slips. When he thought of these ancient 

methods against heaven, he couldn't practice them any more. 

 

They went to the top of tiandaogong, where a succession of fatalistic purple gas has not dispersed, still 

strong and incomparable, like smoke rising to the sky. 

 

"Xuanyuan palace master, please." 

 

Xuanfei makes an invitation gesture. This fateful purple air penetrates the heaven and earth. In addition 

to lifting the restrictions on Xuanyuan Mo Xie, Xuanfei also temporarily breaks the boundary wall and 

allows her to take people to heaven. 

 

"Please." 

 

Xuanyuan moxie calmed down, followed Xuanfei and set foot on the sky. 

 

The affairs of Tiandao Palace are temporarily dominated by the Dragon God. 

 

In accordance with the will of Xuanyuan moxie, Tianji Taoist was completely locked up. The Tiandao 

palace sent out hero posts, inviting people from all over the world to go to the gate of Tiandao palace in 



July, 1949 to witness the great cause of killing teachers and demonstrating Taoism.Within the seven 

kingdoms, all influential sectarian forces have received invitation from Tiandao palace. 

 

"Will Tiandao palace hold a meeting of killing teachers?" 

 

"Xuanyuan Mo Xie wants to kill his teacher and prove the truth?" 

 

"This madman, what a cruel means 

 

For a time, the world was shaking, and everyone was stunned. Unexpectedly, Xuanyuan moxie would 

have such a great courage to kill the Taoist priest of Tianji in front of the seven gods and testify against 

the heaven. 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, the first Kingdom, samsara valley. 

 

Qu Xueyong paced back and forth, looking at the rune column, more and more unstable. 

 

He vaguely sensed that Ji Siqing had an accident. 

 

But he couldn't tell for sure. 

 

Even the jade pendant in his hand, which was related to the fate of his ancestors, had a trace of crack. 

 

He was terrified. 

 

He was upset. 

 

He tried again and again to enter the door of the void, but a strong force drove him out. 



 

He can only wait. 

 

His turbid and tense eyes were firmly fixed on the rune cylinder and said to himself, "ancestor, you must 

not have an accident." 

 

"I would like to use the rest of my life for your safe return." 

 

In the gate of emptiness, a piece of yellow sand and blood meaning. 

 

There is a blood moon in the sky, and the whole world seems to be engulfed by darkness. 

 

The deepest, in a river. 

 

A little girl's eyes closed, constantly transporting the spiritual power in her body to a girl's body. 

 

Even if the little girl was wet and pale, it still had no effect. 

 

These two people are Ji Lin and Ji Siqing. 

 

Ji Lin exhaled a turbid breath and looked at Ji Siqing, who was in a coma. He also took a look at a 

direction and his eyes were dignified. 

 

Around her body is a special stele of reincarnation. 

 

It's the poison tablet. 

 

"I have to take my sister out quickly. If I go on like this, my sister can't go back to heaven." 

 



"Although my accomplishments are breakthrough, it is impossible to save my sister." 

 

"What should I do?" 
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When Ji Lin was in a hurry, heavy footfalls came. 

 

The next moment, the shadow of darkness. 

 

Weian man appears again! 

 

"It has to be said that the innate poison of evolution is not ordinary. The strength of Shenyuan poison 

still surprised me, and I was able to get rid of me many times." 

 

"But after all, your experience is too shallow. Everything under your feet is my field." 

 

"All things come together from me. You sisters can't get rid of me in this life!" 

 

Ji Lin's face is pale, difficult to stand up, just want to use poison tablet to resist Wei An man! 

 

All of a sudden, a terrible pressure burst out of the man's body! 

 

It's like a mountain! 

 

"Touch!" 

 

Ji Lin's feet actually fell into the ground! 



 

Even her tiny body was shaking! 

 

At the same time, her connection with the poison tablet was cut off! 

 

Poison tablet can be said to be Ji Lin's biggest card. 

 

If the poison tablet is out of control, Ji Lin will be in danger! 

 

"Little girl, besides your sister, you are the first to dare to challenge me." 

 

"But this time, I won't let you use it." 

 

"Reincarnation xuanbei, I didn't expect it would fall on your hands." 

 

"The ten steles of the reincarnation master in those days scattered all over the world, representing the 

end of an era." 

 

"Well, today, this monument connects the lives of your sisters, so it can be used as a sacrifice." 

 

"The rule is the rule. If you fail, you have to bear the price!" 

 

The ground vibrated, and countless purple vines sprang up under the ground, which entangled the 

bodies of Ji Lin and Ji Siqing. 

 

Ji Lin has no fear, her eyes are firm, her eyebrows flash, even an ancient text appears! 

 

Yuan! 

 



the outbreak of a word, even let the whole vine wither! 

 

Even the vines around Ji Siqing all shrunk back! 

 

As if in fear. 

 

"Well?" 

 

Wei An man Gu Jing Bu Bo's face is full of surprise. 

 

He was extremely surprised. 

 

For a long time, he said again: "it seems that I underestimated you little girl." 

 

"Cause and effect and breath in you It's weird... " 

 

"Who are you?" 

 

Ji Lin eyes some bloodstains, step out, countless poison gas spread! 

 

In an instant, it's like being spread by poison gas! 

 

In Ji Lin's pupil, countless green runes circulate. 

 

At this moment, Ji Lin's expression and breath are extremely strange. 

 

Even let Wei An man have a sense of threat. 

 

He only heard about the Shenyuan poison, never seen it. 



 

Because of Ji Lin's strength, he ignored the deep poison body. 

 

Now it seems that the Shen Yuan poison is far more terrifying than the description in the legend! 

 

Weian man's eyes are heavy, no longer hesitant, this piece of heaven and earth has gathered a great 

sword! 

 

Wanzhang sword falls down directly! 

 

To kill Ji Lin! 

 

He didn't leave a hand! 

 

And just then! 

 

Ji Lin looks up! 

 

Her eyes were like thunder! 

 

Behind her, countless runes gather! 

 

Thousands of visions seem to rush out! 

 

"No one can hurt my sister!" 

 

"No one!" 

 



"Shen Yuan poison body, I am Shen Yuan, the devil coagulates ten thousand poisons and destroys the 

heaven!" 

 

In a flash, the wanzhang sword, which was about to fall, broke on the spot! Turn into dust and die out of 

the world! 

 

Wei'an man's eyes are extremely frightening! 

 

He subconsciously wanted to dodge, but a force of annihilation suddenly hit him! 

 

His body was blown out on the spot! 

 

The breath is extremely disordered! 

 

At the same time, the place where he just stood formed a five meter wide road! 

 

The road leads to the direction of that void door! 

 

The whole road, all things die, only two girls figure. 

 

"Poof!" 

 

Ji Lin spits out a mouthful of red blood, and drags Ji Siqing with difficulty, step by step towards the door 

of emptiness. 

 

Ji Lin knew he didn't have much time. 

 

Yonglao told her that this method of forcibly activating Shen Yuan poison body can only be used once! 

 

After one time, the cost is huge! 



 

You can't use it unless you have to! 

 

And now, for Ji Lin, it is the time of last resort! 

 

"Sister, I I Take you. " 

 

One step. 

 

Two steps. 

 

Three steps. 

 

…… 

 

The two girls walked on like this.It's time to come to the gate of void! 

 

All of a sudden, the change is protruding! 

 

Ji Lin's body fell abruptly! 

 

Two girls fell at the same time. 

 

And the avenue disappeared. 

 

This is Ji Lin's limit. 

 

Ji Lin's vision is a little fuzzy, she tightly grasped Ji Siqing's hand. 

 



Ji Siqing may also have a feeling, but also tightly hold Ji Lin's hand. 

 

Her consciousness wants to make her body move, she wants to hold the sword in her hand! 

 

But she is too weak! 

 

Both were too weak. 

 

They can only at this moment, each other's hands. 

 

Waiting for death's verdict. 

 

Ji Lin suddenly laughed. 

 

"Sister, we seem to be dying..." 

 

"Do you still remember me, you, and the stinky boy who just came to kunlunxu and wanted to revenge 

in China? Did we discuss life and death on the top of the mountain 

 

"I said, I'm afraid of death. I can't eat anything when I die. There are so many delicious things in this 

world. I'm afraid I can't eat enough..." 

 

"But you tell me that reincarnation is fate." 

 

"I don't understand, but I prefer ye Baowang's answer." 

 

"At that moment, I enjoyed the guy saved by Duan Huai'an." 

 

"He said, don't care about life and death, as long as you try to make life shine in brilliance and reality in 

commonness." 



 

"When he said this, he really smelled and shameless, but I seem to understand something 

 

"When I left Kunlun Xu, stepped into Lingwu, awakened the innate poison body, and was with Ye Chen, I 

seemed to be shining brilliantly for countless times." 

 

"And now, perhaps, is what he says is true." 

 

"We've done our best." 

 

"But I have regrets." 

 

"Sister, I have a dream to open a Jilin supermarket in the kingdom of God and sell all the delicious snacks 

in China. They can buy them or not. I want to eat them anyway, so I don't have to pay, and let them 

watch me eat Hey, hey... " 

 

Speaking of the back, Ji Lin's eyes are full of tears. 

 

She was also a little girl, a simple little girl. 

 

Pushed here by the hand of fate. 

 

She stumbled against fate. 

 

But at this moment, she didn't fight. 

 

"Stinky girl, you are the most nonsense I have ever seen! Noisy! Out 

 

The man's breath suddenly soars, and the endless pressure comes! 

 



A sword appeared in his hand! 

 

A weapon far beyond the Tao! 

 

Weapons that do not belong to the kingdom of God! 

 

Thunder and lightning surround the sword! Endless thunder seems to gather in a sword! 

 

The sword of startling the sky is beheaded to Ji Siqing and Ji Lin like this! 

 

"Sister, I haven't been to hell yet. Let's make a break." 
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Br > "welcome to the hell train. 

 

I'm Ji Xiaolin, the announcer of this train. In order to facilitate your travel, I'd like to introduce to you the 

details of the train. This train is the N train leaving from Shenguo station. Ji Xiaolin is responsible for the 

crew work, and ye Xiaochen is responsible for the security work in the train... " 

 

However, before the words were finished, the startling sword came. 

 

Ji Lin thought he would die and fall into darkness. 

 

But time seemed to stop at this moment. 

 

One second Ten seconds. 

 



There is still no movement. 

 

Ji Lin tentatively opened his eyes, but saw a huge black beast. 

 

Under the giant beast's feet, the flame is twinkling, incomparably gorgeous. 

 

And above the beast, a hazy girl in white and veiled appeared. 

 

The girl's body was cold and extremely cold. 

 

But the colder is the eyes. 

 

But Ji Lin is not afraid of these eyes! 

 

She knew she and her sister were saved! 

 

And the two swords touch each other and solidify time and space. 

 

In this way, the sword of the veiled maiden stood in front of them, without a tremor. 

 

Suddenly, the veiled girl said, "against two injured girls, you, garbage." 

 

The next moment, thousands of ice broke out, the veil girl's sword like an ice dragon, devouring the 

whole world! 

 

The whole world seems to turn into a very cold place, snowflakes falling! Infinite artistic conception! 

 

Wei An man lit a fire all over his body and melted the ice around him. What did he just want to say! 

 



The veiled girl said again, "rubbish, no right to speak!" 

 

In an instant, the veiled woman released tremendous pressure, which was not only the peak of the 

heaven God realm! 

 

This seems to touch the holy ancestral realm! 

 

Wei'an man's eyes widened, and his body turned into powder before he spoke! 

 

If Ji Lin hadn't been seriously damaged by his deep poison, he might have survived! 

 

But now, in his state, he has no power to fight against the angry master of juechan palace! 

 

Key, Wei Ying did not keep a hand! 

 

The ultimate martial spirit and peak power are completely released at this moment! 

 

Between heaven and earth, into a short period of peace. 

 

Wei Ying received the sword, cold eyes fell on Ji Lin and Ji Siqing, suddenly, the cold eyes changed a little 

gentle. 

 

Then, a pair of jade hands stretched out like this. 

 

"Ji Xiaolin, if the supermarket is open, can you give me a bag of potato chips for free?" 

 

Ji Lin's body trembled. 

 

She felt warm at this moment. 



 

She knows this girl, this girl appears at Ye Chen's side countless times, has saved Ye Chen. 

 

She always thought that the other side was the secret strongman of the kingdom of God. 

 

But at this moment, potato chips appear in the mouth of the other party? 

 

Only those who have been to China will know it! 

 

She was in Lingwu land and Shenguo these days, countless times to people here to popularize Chinese 

snacks, but no one can understand! 

 

Now the familiar words in the girl's mouth actually make Ji Lin's eyes full of tears! 

 

Not only that! 

 

There is a terrible truth in front of us! 

 

This girl is from China! Or have been to China! 

 

"You don't even want a bag of potato chips?" Wei Ying showed a smile. 

 

There are so many styles. 

 

Ji Lin came to his senses and touched his nose with embarrassment: "that I Ji Lin is not this kind of 

person, because you saved me today, you come to my supermarket shopping, all free!! That's 

interesting. " 

 

The next moment, her little hand held Wei Ying's. 

 



Different from the chill she guessed, this hand is extremely warm. 

 

Soon, Ji Lin and Ji Siqing came to wumang. 

 

Wei Ying looked at Ji Siqing who was in a coma and fell into a deep thought: "she even used that 

forbidden technique The consequences are too great But it may be the only way. " 

 

"Ah." 

 

Ji Lin on one side was a little excited and grabbed Wei Ying's Corner: "this fairy, is my sister in danger?" 

 

Fairy? 

 

Wei Ying was slightly stunned, and immediately offered a seven color pill in her hand and fed it directly 

into Ji Siqing's red lips. 

 

Just a few seconds, Ji Siqing's eyes suddenly opened, and a breath of Hongmeng came out! 

 

Even the injury on the body has eased a bit! 

 

She looks at Ji Lin fiercely. When she is sure that she is safe, she breathes out her turbid breath. Then 

she looks at Wei Ying, understands something, and bows her hand and says, "thank you! I remember 

this kindness all my life 

 

Wei Ying shook her head: "I save you but a deal, this girl has promised to let me eat and drink for free, 

so there is no need to repay.""You used the forbidden technique. Although you absorbed that part of 

the strength, you could not control it at all. Moreover, your body was in the extreme state for too long, 

and the foundation was very serious." 

 

"Although your talent is amazing, it's too risky to rely on the strength of others." 

 



"Perhaps the only remedy now is to go somewhere with me." 

 

Ji Siqing's beautiful eyes were shocked: "where? Is it foreign? " 

 

She is very clear, her injury and the energy in her body, the things of the kingdom of God can not be 

saved! 

 

Wei Ying held out his hand and pointed out: "there are many special places in the kingdom of God, such 

as the dark sea area in contact with foreign countries, and the mysterious boundary city." 

 

When Ji Siqing heard the three words of jieyucheng, he immediately understood something: "but 

ordinary people here can't enter without being invited..." 

 

Wei Ying touched wumang. Wu mang was impressed. She stepped on the flame and rushed out of the 

gate of the void and went in a direction. 

 

"In this world, no one can stop where I want to go 

 

The flame was like a meteor. 

 

At the moment, Qu Xueyong, who is waiting outside the gate of emptiness, naturally blocks everything. 

 

He sat on the ground with his legs bent and wet. 

 

"If the ancestor is not related to Ye Chen, maybe in fate, the ancestor will fall." 

 

"Ye Chen is implicated in the veil maiden, the ancestor, and even Ji Lin In this game of chess, he is 

undoubtedly in the middle of the storm... " 

 

"Good or bad!" 



 

…… 

 

At the same time. 

 

The hall of subduing demons. 

 

Ye Chen naturally does not know what Wei Ying and Ji Siqing have experienced! 

 

But one thing made him withdraw from refining Zixiao stone! 

 

"Xuanyuan moxie wants to kill his teacher?" 

 

Ye Chen heard the news from the outside world, and was very surprised. 

 

He did not have a deep friendship with Tianji Taoist, but the other party helped him repeatedly, but he 

did not repay him. Once Tianji Taoist was killed, his cause and effect could not be broken, and he had to 

bear the karma. There was a great obstacle to his cultivation in the future. 

 

"No, I'm going to find a way to save Tianji master out!" 

 

Ye Chen bit his teeth, but there are so many strong people in tiandaogong Mountain Gate. If he dares to 

step in, let alone save people, I'm afraid his slag will not be left. 

 

Moreover, in the gate of tiandaogong, Xuanyuan moxie can do his best. Even if ye Chen goes against the 

sky again, he has only seventy-seven and forty-nine days left, and he can't defeat Xuanyuan's real body! 
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But if you don't save him and watch the Tianji Taoist being killed, ye Chen will feel guilty, and even lead 

to heart demons, causing unimaginable consequences. 

 

"What should I do, what should I do?" 

 

Ye Chen, who has always been calm and decisive, hesitated at this time, and his face was extremely 

dignified. 

 

This killing meeting is a trap. 

 

He is so familiar with this trap! 

 

Last time, the heavenly way Palace used the Immortal Dragon Emperor as bait to lure and kill him. 

 

This time, the bait was replaced by a Taoist. 

 

However, different from the last time, this trap is arranged at the gate of tiandaogong. Xuanyuan moxie 

can come down and fight with all his strength. 

 

Even if ye Chen goes against the sky again, in such a short time, it is impossible to defeat Xuanyuan ink 

evil. 

 

But soon, ye Chen's eyes returned to a decision. 

 

Help! 

 

Must save! 

 

Tianji Taoist treated him very well. This kindness must be rewarded! 

 



"There are so many powerful people in the world gathering in the assembly of killing division. I just need 

to find a way to make a little chaos and fish in troubled waters. I have no chance to save people." 

 

Ye Chen thinks in his mind that there is no vitality for the enemy, but there is still a chance to be wise. 

 

However, the power of Tiandao palace is too large. No matter how smart he is, if he dares to step into 

the Mountain Gate of Tiandao palace, he will surely face great danger. 

 

With his current strength, he can't shake the heavenly way palace. 

 

Is dignified, an old man holding gourd wine pot, but appeared in front of Ye Chen. 

 

"Forever old!" 

 

Ye Chen saw the old man, and quickly stood up and saluted. 

 

"Ha ha, little ye, long time no see. What are you worrying about? Why don't you have a drink with me?" 

 

For a long time, the holy one has not appeared! 

 

He appeared in the Fumo hall, with a pot of wine, came to Ye Chen. 

 

"Yonglao, how can you appear here? However, I'm not in the mood to drink now. You must have heard 

about the division killing meeting." 

 

Ye Chen smiles bitterly, way. 

 

"Why, you want to save people?" 

 

The eternal King sat down and poured himself a glass of wine. 



 

"Well." Ye Chen nodded and said, "I and Tianji master are deeply bound by causality. I can't watch him 

die." 

 

"So you want to step on the heavenly way palace to save people?" 

 

The eternal holy King took a sip of wine and sighed: "you're dying. How can you be an opponent of the 

heavenly way palace with your accomplishments? Xuanyuan ink evil flicks a finger, can crush you 

 

"Don't worry, forever. I will pay attention to propriety." 

 

Ye Chen didn't say anything heroic, because his strength was too far away from Tiandao palace and 

could not be shaken at all. Whether he could save the Taoist of Tianji depends entirely on luck. 

 

"Don't really die." 

 

The eternal King frowned and said, "I know a message that may be useful to you." 

 

"Oh? I don't know what the news is? " 

 

Ye chenlian asked. 

 

"The beginning of the second drop of blood in Shuangtong's nightmare." 

 

The eternal holy king put down the wine pot and looked dignified. He said, "if you can get the beginning 

of the second drop of blood and give it to your pet animal, you may have a chance to save the Taoist 

priest." 

 

"The beginning of the second drop of blood?" 

 



Ye Chen's heart beat. 

 

Xiao Ling once told him that there were three drops in the blood, but only one drop in the corpus 

luteum. Another drop might be in the hands of empress Xuan Jiyue, and another drop was in the 

kingdom of God or beyond. 

 

From the mouth of Su Ruoxi, a demon, ye Chen probably knows that the beginning of the second drop 

of blood is in a secret place outside the territory. 

 

"Yonglao, I've heard about the beginning of the second drop of blood. How can I get it in a secret place 

outside China?" 

 

Ye Chen shook his head. 

 

Naturally, he knew that if he could swallow the second drop of blood, Xiaohuang's injury would be 

completely cured, and his strength would be improved by leaps and bounds. When he was killed in 

Tiandao palace, he would have a great chance to rescue Tianji Taoist. 

 

But the problem is that the beginning of the second drop of blood is outside the territory, and he can't 

look for it in a short time. 

 

"Who told the one outside? That place is called boundary city. Although it is close to the outside world, 

it does not belong to the territory outside the territory. " 

 

The eternal King frowned, the fox asked. 

 

"Boundary city?" 

 

Ye Chen is stupefied. 

 

"Yes, Jieyu city is located in the south of the first Kingdom. It is a special city at the junction of the upper 

Kingdom, the outer world and the kingdom of God." 



 

"This city is free from any influence and has no rules." 

 

"Not long ago, I received reliable news that the blood of Shuangtong's nightmare appeared in Jieyu city. 

If you go there, you may get something." 

 

The eternal King slowly. 

 

"Shiniang, didn't you say that the beginning of the second drop of blood was in a secret place outside 

the territory? How could it be in the city of boundary? "Ye Chen heard the words of the eternal holy 

king, but he was a little confused. His voice passed back to the reincarnation cemetery. 

 

"There are no rules, no control by any forces, and I don't know how chaotic it is. If you go there, you 

don't know how to die. I didn't tell you in advance. I was afraid that you would die on impulse." 

 

"However, since you came back from the nether sea, you have improved a lot, and you have been 

promoted to the third level of chaos. Now you go to Jieyu City, but you are very diligent and will not be 

killed easily." 

 

In the samsara cemetery, Su Ruoxi is very calm. 

 

She did not say in advance, it is not deliberately deceive Ye Chen, but fear ye Chen to die. 

 

But now ye Chen's strength has become stronger, and she is qualified to step into the boundary city. She 

doesn't need to hide any more. 

 

"All right." 

 

Ye Chen came out of the tomb of samsara, looked at the eternal king, and asked, "yonglao, I don't know 

where this second drop of blood started, specifically in Jieyu city?" 

 



Eternal holy king a pair of old gods in the appearance, shook his head and said: "I don't know this, you 

check it slowly, I can only help you to here." 

 

With that, the eternal king turned away and went away. 

 

Ye Chen frowned deeply. After the eternal King left, he kneaded a formula, and his whole body was full 

of evil Qi. He said: 

 

"the devil hole is bright, open!" 

 

Wisps of evil Qi, condensed on Ye Chen's forehead, turned into a black vertical pupil. 

 

The pupil of this eye pierced through the dense fog in an instant, constantly peeping into various causes 

and effects. 

 

There is only less than two months to go before the division killing meeting. 

 

Ye Chen does not want to waste time, just want to find out the whereabouts of the beginning of the 

second drop of blood as soon as possible, and then go to collect it. 

 

Under the penetration of his bright eye of the demon cave, all kinds of causal atmosphere of the 

boundary City swarmed in. 

 

In an instant, ye Chen has a little insight into some influential organizations in the boundary city. 

 

He also saw a drop of golden spirit liquid, floating like a crystal jade. 

 

This is the beginning of the second drop! 

 

Ye Chen's heart pounding, suddenly found that the beginning of this second drop of blood seems to be 

related to a grand event called "danzun assembly". 



 

"The beginning of the second drop of blood is the prize of danzun assembly?" 
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Ye Chen seems to have caught a trace of cause and effect. However, his cultivation of the bright eye of 

the demon cave is not deep enough to completely penetrate the destiny behind it. If you want to know 

something specific, you must step into Jieyu city in person. 

 

"The little girl Jilin is also in Jieyu city?" 

 

Ye Chen keeps on investigating and finding out. 

 

He found a familiar figure. It was Ji Lin! 

 

Originally this little girl, went to the boundary city! 

 

Along the line of Ji Lin, ye Chen constantly pursues down, and suddenly discovers many causal 

opportunities. 

 

"If I go to Jieyu City, I have other opportunities besides the beginning of blood." 

 

"Dust stele, wind stele, flaming stele, dark stele, plus the poison stele of Jilin's girl, five reincarnation 

Xuan steles, I have the opportunity to refine thoroughly!" 

 

"This is a big breakthrough!" 

 

"If I can collect all the opportunities in Jieyu City, I will be qualified to stop Xuanyuan moxie!" 

 



Ye Chen's magic eye runs through and sees all kinds of opportunities in the future. He is extremely 

excited and overjoyed. 

 

It turns out that Jieyu city is a blessed land, which hides innumerable fortune. It can even make him 

refine five reincarnation steles thoroughly! 

 

Once the refining is successful, he will greatly activate the power of the blood of the previous life! 

 

Relying on the reincarnation of the heavenly power, he can even fight against Xuanyuan ink evil body! 

 

"This boundary City, I have to go there!" 

 

Ye Chen is so excited that he immediately closes his eyes and leaves the Fu Mo hall to go to the south of 

the first Kingdom, Jieyu city! 

 

Jieyu city is a place where the kingdom of God, the outside world and the upper world meet. It is said 

that in some secret places of Jieyu City, there is a road to heaven, which can let people soar overnight 

and step into the upper world. 

 

These legends, of course, are illusory, but they really attract many people. 

 

Because of its special location and unique aura, there are many herbs, precious minerals and materials 

that are not available to the outside world. In order to seize these resources, a large number of battles 

will break out in the boundary city every day. 

 

For various reasons, this place has become a chaotic place. 

 

When ye Chen came to jieyucheng, it was the evening. The afterglow of dusk reflected the earth. The 

outline of Jieyu city was golden and magnificent, which was amazing. 

 

Ye Chen strode to the gate of the city, but found a team of bodyguards, constantly patrolling. 

 



The clothes of these guards are different, and there is no uniform standard. Obviously, they come from 

different forces. 

 

In the boundary City, it is very chaotic, and no one can control it. In order to maintain daily order, 

several major forces have sent their own personnel to form a law enforcement guard team and operate 

reluctantly. 

 

"Stop." 

 

Seeing ye Chen close to the gate, the patrolling bodyguard immediately came over and asked: 

 

"who are you? Do you have an invitation 

 

"What kind of invitation?" 

 

Ye Chen stands firm footstep, doubt way. 

 

"Invitation letter from danzun Conference!" 

 

A bodyguard glanced at Ye Chen and said in a sharp voice: "if there is no invitation letter, you are not 

allowed to step into the city for half a step!" 

 

"Danzun assembly..." 

 

Ye Chen heart a jump, the beginning of the second drop of blood, as expected and Dan Zun assembly 

related. 

 

Dan Zun assembly, listen to this name, seems to be related to alchemy. 

 



Ye Chen is also proficient in alchemy. However, during this period of time, he was under great pressure 

from the Tiandao palace, the temple of the underworld, the outside world and the upper world. 

However, he had not refined pills for a long time. 

 

"I admire the grand occasion of danzun. I come here in admiration. I want to enter the city and open up 

my horizons. I hope you can be flexible." 

 

Ye Chen from the samsara cemetery, took out a few of the best pills, handed in the past. 

 

He was only looking for the beginning of the second drop of blood, and did not want to stir up 

resentment. 

 

"Ha ha, there is no invitation letter, you go out with me!" 

 

Unexpectedly, a group of bodyguards are indifferent appearance, directly refuse ye Chen, pose to expel. 

 

Ye Chen's face sank. There are many opportunities in Jieyu City, waiting for him to collect. If you miss it, 

you will regret for life. 

 

Click. 

 

Ye Chen clenched his fist and shook his muscles and bones slightly. 

 

"What, want to do it?" 

 

The guards on the scene were on guard. 

 

Behind them, there are very terrible forces. If ye Chen starts, he will definitely offend the big people 

behind them. 

 



Ye Chen's eyes are sharp. Although he doesn't want to make trouble, he has to break into the boundary 

city. 

 

"Master!" 

 

Just then, a delicate female voice sounded, which sounded a little familiar. 

 

Ye Chen was stunned. Looking back, he saw a woman walking behind. She was wearing a simple and 

elegant green robe with bright eyes and bright teeth. She was beautiful and moving. Her graceful figure 

was looming under the robe, and the afterglow of the sunset shrouded her, which made her extremely 

beautiful. 

 

"Qingqiuyun, it's you!" 

 

Ye Chen is suddenly surprised that the woman in front of her is actually the first medical God of the 

former kingdom of gods, qingqiuyun!At the beginning of taking the fire of emperor Lin, I met Qing 

Qiuyun unexpectedly! 

 

"Master, you Why are you here? " 

 

Green autumn cloud a face startled ran up, raised a hand to stroke Ye Chen's face, very warm feeling, is 

not false dream. 

 

"Master, I I... " 

 

Suddenly, the green autumn cloud incomparably excited, did not care about the surrounding 

bodyguard's eyes, took Ye Chen's arm, the mind swayed under, and could not even speak. 

 

Previously in the kingdom of God, she wanted to worship ye Chen as a teacher, but ye Chen did not 

agree. 

 



She thought that she would never see ye Chen again in her life. She did not expect to meet Ye Chen 

here. 

 

Ye Chen felt the soft touch of his arm, and he couldn't help laughing. He didn't expect that he would 

have a chance to meet with qingqiuyun. 

 

At the beginning, he only left an ancient book of the ancient medical God, and did not really agree to 

accept Qing Qiuyun as his apprentice. However, this girl is stubborn and always calls him his master. Up 

to now, he has not changed her words. 

 

"This What's going on? " 

 

"Miss Qing called him master? Did I hear you right? " 

 

"Who is this man who is so close to miss Qing?" 

 

Around the bodyguards, see the green autumn cloud and ye Chen intimate appearance, suddenly 

shocked. 

 

They did not expect that Qing Qiuyun would call ye Chen to be the master. 

 

You know, Qing Qiuyun's family background is very terrible, and she is proficient in Dan Dao medical 

skills. She is a medical God who makes a sensation in the kingdom of God and the boundary city. How 

terrible is Ye Chen's identity if she can call her master. 

 

"You just want to make trouble for my master?" 

 

Qing Qiuyun looks at the bodyguards around, and his tone is a little severe. 

 

In front of Ye Chen, although she is ancient and exquisite, but in front of outsiders, she is like an iceberg, 

almost inhuman. 

 



"No, no, it's all misunderstanding." 

 

Around the bodyguards, busy shaking their heads to deny, but no longer just the arrogance. 

 

"Miss Qing, are you in Jieyu city?" 

 

Ye Chen is in the ear of green autumn cloud, asking quietly. 

 

He knew that behind the green autumn cloud, there must be a giant, but he did not know the details. 

 

Looking at the timid appearance of these bodyguards, Qing Qiuyun's identity is obviously terrible. Even 

many forces in Jieyu city should give her face. 

 

"I won't tell you." 

 

The green autumn clouds are dancing, but they are a little proud. 

 


